The historic center of Matera is in a particular position: it is spread all over a slope overlooking a canyon and it is developed during the centuries starting from the higher part of the settlement, the Civita, that is on the top of the hill, occupying in a second time, every free part of the slopes where the two parts today called Sasso Barisano and Sasso Caveoso developed. The city has a very old story that starts in the Neolithic Age. The more recent part of the historic center is the Piano one, build in the Seven and Eight Hundred by the richest part of the population that, to differentiate from the poor population of farmers and shepherds, it creates a definite break between Sassi and Piano, thanks to a curtain of houses that didn’t allow to understand what could be above.

In the first half of the Twentieth century the dramatic situation that was little by little getting worse in the Sassi area was denounced: Matera became the symbol of the South of Italy that was struggling to emerge after the World War, and that was the reason for its definition “national shame”.

The national government intervened for this situation, with the enactment of laws that provided the dispossession of the Sassi and their emptying.

From the Eighties they started to think about how to intervene in this big historic center that was completely abandoned. It was the starting point of the Matera’s renaissance that culminated in the 1993 with the proclamation of the UNESCO.

Thank to this thesis I tried to create some bases to facilitate the valorization of that place. In agreement with the town council that provided the equipment and the indications of its needs, first thing it has been the realization of a form to catalogue the Cultural...
Heritage: starting from a preexisting but not exhaustive form, I compared different types of cataloging (ICCD, central institute for the cataloguing; Sivars, system for the valuation of the seismic risk; of the Damage, Cultural Heritage’ damage monitoring system) creating a form consisting of 14 different fields (monument identification, features of the site identification on the map, general information about the monument, restrictions and instruments, dimensional data an survey, physical substance, status quo, degrade, intervention, additional information, photographic documentation, bibliography, compilers) with the respective sections (FIG. 1). For each form are linked appropriate attachments (architectonic drawings, photographs and maps) (FIG. 2).

Working in Matera it means to face with a site that became world heritage more than twenty years ago, but unfortunately we know too little about it if we want to intervene with a functional valorization. Today the Sassi are uninhabited for the 50 % and the town council doesn’t own any documents about the different owners and, actually, many Sassi’s rooms are occupied illegally.

They would like to reach the extension of the study the final valorization of the whole cultural heritage, Sassi included. The developed job is only a point of departure, besides the study of a suitable method of cataloguing, that has set the study of the fundamental characters of the particular patrimony in examination, through the close examination of texts such as Giuffrè and Carocci’s Codice di pratica per la sicurezza e la conservazione dei Sassi di Matera, Matera, Restucci’s Manuale del recupero and Laureano’s I Giardini di pietra. I Sassi di Matera e la civiltà mediterranea.
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